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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
The relationship between status and conformity in small groups has 
not been made clear. Results of research indicate that a.variety of 
relationships have. been obtained, i.e., direct,. inverse, and. curvilinear. 
It is the contention of this investigator that. much .. of. the problem lies 
in the tendency .of so.cial psychologists to .. use single. words .. such as 
11StatUS, IY 11 COnformity ,_" and 11grOUp 11 tO refer ... tO Widely ... d;iff'e.rent experi-
ential and-behavioral events. 
Problems resulting from this .tendency. ar.e .. numer.o.us. _ Some investi-
gators def.ine s.tat..us ... by .. explici.t.ly ... r.ela.t ing i.t. to . small.. g.roup ... fo.rma tion; 
others define i.t .. b.y .. providing. subjects. w.i.th. "bo.gus.11 .. popular:i:t·y :ratings 
purportedly.· c.oming .... fr.om other. individuals. p.ar.t.icip.a.ting ... in a ·~'tudy. 
Moreover, some. of .. the. investigators .. pur.p.o.rt.edly .... studying ... c:onformity may 
be more accurately described as .studying . .the .. pro.c.e.s.s. of. coiiipl'iance. In 
addition, some in:vestiga.tor.s .utilize .a .g.r.o.up . .of. individuals.:.who;)qa,ve had 
.! ~ i1 
a past history of. normative and organizational. r.e:I,at.ed.ness w.i_th ~ach 
I 
other; other invest.igator.s .utilize .a collection of ind.iv:;Ldti&ls (i.e., 
strangers)· who. hav.e. had .no . .previous. history of normative and organizational 
relatedness with each other and generali.ze the results of their studies 
to all "real" groups in.the world. 
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It is the purp.o.s.e of this. re.search to study the relationship between 
status and conformity in real groups (Le., the membe.rs have previously 
established normativ.e and organizational relatedness) and examine the 
current use of terms. such. as. llstatus," "conformity," and "group" for the 
description of· several different types of events. At t:his··point an 
indication of the several different.meanings is in order. 
Definition of Terms 
Status. English. and English (1958) ... describe . .stat.us .as ".. .. . . the 
position accorded, formally or informally, to a person in his own group; 
the acceptance. and. honor. accorded. to a. person .. " Kr.etch, Crutchfield, 
and Ballachey (1962). define status as the "rank.of a position or an 
individual in the prestige hierarchy of a group.or community." 
For Homans . (19.61.)., .. stat.us refers. t.o the .. stimuli . ..a .. man. presents to 
himself and to· o.ther.s ..•... This. :w.ould .. include . .the kinds. of: ac.tivity he 
emits, as well as ... .tha kind. oLclo.thes. he. :wears . .or . .the .. kin.d~. ·:o:f- house in 
which he lives- .. 1':w.o. addi.t.io.nal .sta.tement..s .. should .. b.e ... made.: t.o·''d.e'scribe 
fully Homans·'· concep.t: .of. st.at.us:.. (.L) .. t.o qualify. ... as . .th.a .sor.t,:iit'. :stimuli 
that describe.· a ·man's .s..tatus. they must be recogniz.ed·. ·by other ·men, and 
(2) people must be able .to .. rank. the stimuli with re.s.p.ect· to: th~- stimuli 
presented by .o.ther men ... St.at.us, .therefore,. r.efer.s ... to. w.ha.t.. men. :perceive 
about one of: their; f.ell.o:ws .. and placing. stimuli in rank order;· 
Another .in.ter.p::ce.t.atio.n. .o.f .s.ta.t.us .. has. been .. o£f.(;red .. b.y .. .Sherif and 
· Sherif (195:.6:) __ . I.t. has . .t.he .. .ob:vioua. ad:van.tag.e .o£ .. being;: ex.plicit,ly tied 
to sma·B: group; ·£:or.ma ti.on.. . .As . .the. Sher.ifs. pbr as e it : 
;;· x.rhen ... "in.ter.ac.t.iL>n .. -Continues .ove0r ~- ·~eriod o,f time 
·among:· ·ind.i.vidual:s:.wit.h p.er.si.s.tent, commo,11 .. mo'.ti:ves or 
.. problems:;-·~.the:··r.ec.±procal. expectations aino'n:g'(ihem. fal,1 into 
hierarchial pattern or scale. A differentiated position in 
this hierarchy is call.ed. status .. (1956, p, 162). 
Still another way to conceptualize status is to define it opera-
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tionally. Harvey (1953) .. used. two. sets of. operations in defining status: 
sociometric choices and ratings by an independent observer. The socio-
metric choice technique analyzes effective initiativ.e and affect 
structure of a group, by gettin.g answe.rs to .such. qu.estions as: (1) who 
most often thinks of things to do? (2) who least often thinks of things 
to do? (3) who would be elected president if you held an election? 
(4)· who would you prefer to sit by in school? (5) who would you choose 
to go on a camping trip with you? 
Ratings by an independent observer refer to observations of the 
group made by observers who themselves are not members of the group. In 
the study by Harvey (1953), teachers, counselors, and the experimenter 
himself rated the subJects on. the basis of authority they seemed to 
wield and·the amount of activity they. initiated for .the group. 
Status for members of small. groups,. then,. can be .d.efined either 
conceptually or op.erationally. When broadly defined .. as a .cohc.ept, the 
term "status" has many meanings, When status. is. o.perationally 'defined, 
as in the present investigatio.n, two possibilities emerge. The first 
is status defined in terms of sociometric ratings and .. the second depends 
on the ratings of an . .independent. or. p.art.icip.ant.. obs.erver ... The criteria 
for determining status in both sociometric .. and .. ohserv.er. ratirig;s may be 
either affect or effective initiative. Affect .refers .. to. the degree of 
popularity an individual has with other group members, whereas effective 
initiative refers to the. degree to which an individual.can. effectively 
initiate activities for. other g.r.oup members or to the amount of 
authority an individual seemingly wields. 
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Conformity. Conformity, as previously noted, ha.s also had a wide 
variety o·f meanings. attached to it. In one situation, for example, an 
individual may be pressur.ed by other individuals int.a wearing a coat and 
tie while working as .a. clerk .in a stor.e .even though. .. this .. individual 
intensely dislikes wear.ing. a c.oat and tie.. Anothe.r .. indiv,idual, while 
working in the- same si.tua.tion, may enjoy wearing a. co.at and· tie and thus 
feel no pressure fr.om. his employer. or other employees... To a growing 
number of social psychologists,. these. are. two. diff.erent. stimulus 
situations for the individual. involved; yet, many s.t.ilL.r.ef.er to the 
overt behavior in both instanc.es. as conformity behavior. Following 
Pollis and Montgomery (1966), the first example can be labeled compliance 
and the second example can be labeled conformity" 
The problem remains .one of definition. "Conformit:>7 11 refers to those 
instances where individuals are behaving in keeping with previously 
internalized judgmental scales.. "Compliance" refers to those t:.'lstances 
in which individuals are pressured into behaving in a manner.contrary 
to already established judgmental scales. 
One of the first well,-,formulat.ed distinctions .o.f .. a .conf:ormity-
compliance nature. was made. by Festinger. (1953)" .. Fest.inger. distinguished 
between the. following. two. situations: (1). the exerti.on. of inflmlmce 
which results .in public conformity with private ac.ce.ptance., .. ,.and (2) the 
exertion of influence which.results in public conformity without private 
acceptance. Hence, the fi.rst situation ref.ers to .. the individualbehaving 
in accordance with what he is privately accepting, whereas .. the second 
situation involves an. individual.behaving inconsis_tently with:what he is 
privately accepting due to various pressures. brought about from other 
individuals. 
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Kelman (1961) has developed a theory of social influence in which 
he distinguishes between comp1iance, identification, and internalization. 
Compliance for Kelman is basically the same as Pol1isand Montgomery 
(1966) have defined it, It is a process in which a person adopts behavior 
consistent with the group norm without actually accepting the norm. 
Kelman goes on to differentiate. b.etween identification and i~ternali-
zation. Identification .. iS- used in describing. the. ind"i11iclual who adopts 
behavior which is consistent with .the group norms, but who furthermore 
identifies with .the. group and incorporates the group .into. his self-
concept. The .principal differ.ence he.tween identification ·and· internali-
zation is largely a matter of. stability over time. In the case of 
identification, the ego-involvement may not be lasting, while internali-
zation implies a more permanent relationship. Kelman arrived at this 
distinction in analyzing accounts of "brain,-washing.'' initiated by the 
Communist Chinese. The changes in the American POW's involved more than 
"public conformityll (compliance) yet the changes were not integrated 
within the person's value system. 
In summary, it may be said that conforbity hasa·wide range of 
meanings. Most inv.estigators .. do no.t bother .to. distinguish be.tweeµ con-
forming and compliant. behavior:.... Some wri.ter.s . .d.isLinguis.h hetwekn 
conformity and .comp.liance. hy. exp.licitly. relating. them .. t.o. group· p'ro.pesses 
(Pollis & Montgomery, 1966:). Others subsume comµliant responding under 
conformity, referr,ing.,. £.or. example.,. to llexpedient''. and. 11.true:'J,vcohformity 
(Kretch et al.., L96.2) .or llpublic." .. conformi.ty and .. "pr.iv.ate.'' .cotiformity 
(Festinger, 1953.; Harvey. &. Consalvi, 1.960; Menze.!., .1957.). The point to 
be made, however., is .. . that the .. differences: be.tween adopting o.utward 
behavior alone and taking on the. normative exp.ectations;, .. inwardly is a 
real and significant. occurrence that may be made mos.t clear" by adopting 
different te.rms for. each situation. 
Group.. . Ann:th.e.r_ .distinction. which will. be maintained .. for purposes 
· of: this ·research. is. be.tween. "g.roup". and. ".t.ogetharness"- so·c:ial stimulus 
situations·: in~ :studies. having .. .t.o do· with conformity. - .. :Sherif· and; Sherif 
·(1956) first· made. this distinction. by. describing. group .. s:i:tua:t·fpns as 
those si·tua.tions. in. which. individuals. partic.ipate as. members} of a 
delineated group structure with specified status and role relationships 
to one another, and. with. certain shared no.rms. or w:ay;s .. o.f. carrying out 
the task at hand ... Toge.therne.ss si.tuations.,. on the· other hand, are 
described as transitory situations in which the. p.ar.ticip.ating indivi-
duals do not have. s.tabil.i.zeci status. and role relationships, and the 
established standards or .. no.rms .. are. peculiar . .to . .the peopJ..e: involved and 
to the situation at hand. 
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The importance. of the.group-togetherness distinction has been under-
lined in several investigations (Pollis, 1964; Pollis .. & Montgomery, 1966; 
1968). On the basis of this research., which shows that togetherness 
subjects react diff.e.rently than. do group subj ec.ts, .it .seems. unwise to 
extrapolate: the. expe.r.im.ental. findings. in. tog.e.thernes.s .. situa.tiops to 
group situations. As. w.i.th . .the. distinction. made. b.etween .. conformity and 
compliance,. the distinct.ion bet.ween. group. and toge.ther.ness .... si;tuations 
provides a useful. means .. for .. or.gani.zing. the available .. re.sear.ch literature. 
Arbitrariness. Finally,, whenever possible, a distinction is made 
between studies in which conformity. to norms "natural." .to a .situation is 
being studied and. those studies in.which conformity or compliance to 
"arbitrary" norms. is .. being studied... The importance of this- distinction 
has been demonstrated. by MacN.eil .(1964; 1967:}. MacNeil def:ine?S a 
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natural norm as one established in the course of interaction without 
imposition of ·any prescribed. no.r.m ... .Arb.itrariness o.f norms may- then be 
defined as· the: imp.osit.ion .. of. prescribed ranges that div.erge in increased 
degrees from the. natural no.rms,. _ The mode .. and. rang.e. o.f .the, natural norm 
may thus be used as a baseline. to evaluate .the joint effect of arbitrari-
ness of a norm and .. the s.t.atus . .po.si.tion. of the member introducing the 
arbitrary norm. The. .. dist.in.ct.i.on. be.tween. arbitrary and .. nattfral norms 
defines one of the major variables manipulated in the present research 
of status and i.t.s. relation .t.o conformity. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A review of contemporary research relevant to the relationship 
· between status and conf.ormi.ty indicates that a variety of relationships 
· have been found,-c-.dir.ec:t, inverse, and curvilinear. As noted in the 
previous chapter,.muchof the problem is due to the tendency of social 
psychologists to use the same te.rms--"status," ''conformity," and "group"--
to refer to several. different experiential and behavioral events. In 
some situations,. for example., the. investigator defines status in terms 
of.the sociometric and observer ratings for members of a real group. In 
other situations, status is defined by providing complete strangers with 
false information as to how popular the other strangers rated him. 
Similarly, problems lie in the tendency for investigators to use 
the term conformity in situations which are best described as compliance. 
Thus, if a direct relationship is found between status and conformity, 
then the response measure taken is most likely one of conformity (i.e., 
the individual is behaving in keeping within previously internalized 
judgmental scales), If on the other hand, an inverse relationship is 
found between. status:and. conformity, then the response measure taken 
is more likely compliance- .{i, e., - the. individual is not behaving in keep-
ing within previously· internalized judgmental seal.es) but which has been 
erroneously labled confo-.rmity .. by. the investigato.rs. co.nducting .. the study. 
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One problem.which.isin.tegrally related. to the confusion is that 
studies relating status. and. c.onformity may be found in laboratory settings 
(Dittes & Kelley, 1956),.field settings (Whyte,.1943),and a combination 
of both, Co!:!,lled. labor.a.to.ry:-f.ield. settings (Sherif,. White·,. & Harvey, 
195 5). As field. and. laboratory,-field s.tud.ies . .ty.p.icallrdeal · with real 
groups. in .their .. na.t.ur.a.l .. se,t.tings., .. i.t. is .. difficult. .. to .. confuse ·t.ne issues 
of conformity; and. compliance.,. of group and .tog.ether.ness., .. and. how· .status 
is to be· defined ..•.. ;: D:i:f,fi.cul.ties .. ar.is.e,. how.av.er..,. w.hen.. . .th.e. inv.e.s;t·f'gator 
enterer the laborato:ry~. : :In some si.tua.t.ions .. the: inv.es.t:igato.r:::is: studying 
. the process of. compliance.. which. he .. l.ab.els .. conformity. In other situations 
compl:ete strangers· are imrolved in a conformity or compliance taslt and 
the investigator generalizes his_results to all "real groups" in the 
world. Thus in addition to distinctions maintained be.tween conformity 
and compliance. and. group and. tege.thern.ess., dis.tin.ctions between 
laboratory, laboratory-field, and field studies are made whenever 
necessary in· reviewing the results of the empirical literature. 
Results of Empirical Studies 
In a famous. field study a.t Bennington College, Newcomb .. (1943) found 
that the girls most. popular. with . .their. peers wer.e. al.so ... the. most: conform-
ing to the community. norm •.. This. correlational. evidence. seems to suggest 
a direct relat:ton:·-between. s;tatus::-:-in. terms. of. popular.it.y;-.,-.and~ .. conformity. 
Similar findings. have. been r.ep.o.r.ted. by a. number .. 0£ .. other fiel.d. studies 
(Lionberger:;. 1953.; . .Marsh. .. &~.Col.eman.,. l.95.4.;,, .Wilkenin.g,,... l.952) ..••. ,YMar,sh and 
'. ( . 
· Coleman: :(L964;) .. ," ... £.ox,..exampl.e, 0 f.ound.. thaL .. farm .. leadersa . .confo:rm>;eO the 
values and norms· of. the.ir .groups .. even. more vigo.r.ously ... :than, ;their 
followers. 
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In a compliance situat.ion., Bartos (1.95.8), using 231 active members 
of the Y .M. C .A., found that the highest status member complied the least. 
The task in this case was matching lines in a situation patterned after 
those of Asch. Although the leader was far less compliant than other 
members, the differences between all other members.were.quite similar. 
Similarly, Menzel (1959) found that doctors who were least accepted 
by other doctors as.measured. by a sociometric questionnaire showed more 
compliance to the. norm. of being. up-to -date than did doctors who were 
highly accepted. This again points to an inverse relationship between 
status and compliance, but a direct relationship between status and 
conformity, if conforming .. behavior is regarded as that which is consis-
tent with an individual's true feelings. 
Related observations in other investigations. have. been made by 
Whyte (1.94'3), Harvey .(T95J}, She.rif., White,._ and .. Harvey (1955), and 
MacNeil (1967) ... Thes.e obs.ervations indicate. that in .. the process of 
group interaction it should be easier for the. high status individual to 
conform to his. own,. pr.eviously internalized, Judg.mental scales while 
eliciting compliant. behavior .. from those of. lowe.r .status .... That is, the 
accuracy of the .. p.erf.ormance of. the. high status. individuals .is. consistently 
over-estimated both hy themselves and by other members .. Accuracy of 
performance of. lo:w:er status individuals.,. on .. the other hand, tends to be 
under-estimated both by thems.elves and. by others. 
Whyte (1943), in describing the Norton gang in a .. clas.s.ic .. field study, 
provides some information. that is r.elated to the point that.has been 
raised. The Nortons. were ve.ry .interested in. bowling... Low status 
members were neither:. expec.ted .. nor encouraged to perform at a high level. 
High perfo.rmanc:e .. of .top.. ranking. members, .. on . .the .. o.ther hand, was accepted 
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as usual and· natural.. When. the. p.erformanc.e. oLa. low status memb·er became 
too high, as it did infrequently, negative. sanctionswere·atlmirristered, 
for this behavior did not fit into the expectations of the group. 
Another investigation. more in the form of a la.b.o.ra.tory-field 
experiment was .. carried .. out. by Harvey (1953..), Subje:c.ts .fo.r. this experi-
ment were chosen from already existing. cliques on. the basis· of:·,a-greement 
between sociometric questionnaires and .the ratings .of independent 
observers. Ten sets .. of. subjects were. selected, each ... set .. containing the 
leader, middle. ranked, and lowest ranked indi vi.dual .. from. a natural . group. 
The experimental task was dart throwing and each. subject estimated his 
performance and the. performance of his assoc.iates when. it. was his turn. 
Harvey found that (1) the higher one.' s status in the group, the more he 
and other members tend to over-estimate his performance, and· (2) the 
lower one's status. in.. the group.,. the. more his .. per.f.o.rma.nc.e.. is· .. under-
estimated both by the. individual and by. other members. o.£. ,the group. 
This experiment confirms the observations of Whyte's. field study 
concerning the bowling. ability of the low status. Nortons. 
Findings similar to those of Harvey were found in another field 
experiment by Sherif, White, and Harvey (1955}. 1 :Rather than studying 
groups which were already in existence, these investigators produced 
group structures experimentally. Another difference between this and 
the Harvey stud:Y is that in the Sherif et al. study, judgments were made 
after the performance of the task. Results, however, were identical. 
In a more recent laboratory investigation, MacNeil (1967) studied 
natural groups by having a. norm formation session in both the autokinetic 
situation and in·a shotgun range judgment situation utilizing numerosity 
estimation. In groups of high solidarity, he found that the leaders 
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were more effective in initiating arbitrary norms and hence eliciting 
compliant behavior from other members than were the low status members. 
In contrast to the high status members who were better able to maintain 
the prescribed. arbitrary norm, low status members quickly abandoned the 
arbitrary norm, 
In another labor.atory expe.riment, Harvey and Cons al vi (1960) have 
shown that conformity. is related to status in a distance.,-between-lights 
judgment situation ... A large. number of juvenile delinquents in an insti-
tution were given a sociometric questionnaire which was then used to 
select small groups averaging four to five members. All members of each 
group were brought together in a dark room and were asked to judge the 
distance between two lights- that flashed simultaneously .... The room was 
constructed so that. two sets. of lights could .. be shown. t.o members of the 
group although it:was purported that there was only one set. The sub-
jects were told that. the.y .. would. wi.n .. a consider.able. cash prize if they 
were accurate as a. g.ro.up .. in estimating .. the distance .. be.tw,een .the lights, 
In the first phase of the experiment, all subjects were presented 
with two lights that were 12 .inches apart, and their .. individual judg-
ments of the distance were taken ... The. group then d.i.s.cus.sed their judg-
ments and came to· a g.ro.up. decision .... .In .the second ... phase., all but one 
of the group members: wer.e presented with the .lights .. 12 ... inc.hes apart. 
Depending·on the. experimental condition, one group member--either the 
leader, the second in command, or the individual. of. lowest status--was 
presented with ligh.ts. that were. 48. inches apart. 
The findingsc indicated that when the group discussed judgments, the 
second in command was. mos.t. influenced by .and .complied, most with the group 
consensus.·· The. 1.eader. and. the .low. status man were .. least influenced by 
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the group decision •. Hence a.curvilinear relationship. between status and 
compliance is implied,.with the middle status individual complying more 
than the low or the .. high status individuals, 
In contrast to . .the above findings, Harvey and Rutherford (1960) 
found that low. status .. sub,j.ects. complied .. the most .•... The subjects in this 
study ranged f.rom .. grade. 3. through. grade. 11. and status was· defined 
sociometric.ally... The task. was judging two pi.ctur.es from the Meier Art 
Judgment Test •. In .this .. s.t.ud:y., howe:ver, only. high .and. .. low .. s.tatus subjects 
were considered. Hence., . .the curvilinear relationship would not have 
been found.,. if. such . .a .relationship had existed. 
In a togetherness experiment (i.e., the subjects were strangers), 
Kelley and Shapir.o ... (1.954.). .found. an indirect relationship utilizing three 
classes of· status,-.-high, .. medium.,. and low, Sta.tus .. w.as .. defined ·by bring-
ing subjects in.to.. .a.labo.r.a.to.r,:y. situation .in s.et.s. of .f.ive or six at a 
time. Ther.e, the subj.ects introduced . .themselves. to .. one, another, .each told 
the others:something . .abou.t. himself.,- aruL then. eac.h .. ona answered··a simple 
sociometri.c tes.t ... in. :which. he .. was. to say how. acceptable. as. .. .a co--,worker he 
found the· O'ther .subjects ...... Af.ter. this, ... .the. in.ves.tigators. put. each subject: 
into an alcove. hy. bimself. and. hanqed him .. a. bogus slip. .. of p.ap.e.r showing 
how he had scored .. on ... the. sociometric test, i.. e .. , . whether. his fellow workers 
.... had rated:--him: high., - aver.age,. o.r . .low. in. d.esir.abil.it:y. as . .a. future CO:-WOrker •. 
· The question.: .un.d.eL .i.nves.tigat.ion .. was ... this.: .. would. s.ubj.e.c.t.s ... comply with 
· what they believed. .wer.:.e. ... the.... .o.ther ... s.ubj e.c.ts .. 1 _ .judgments. . .even .. though it was 
evident that the judgment was incorrect? An indirect.relationship was 
found to exist with .. the.. lower. status. individuals. complying the most. 
Using the same exp.erimentaL procedure, Dittes. and Kelly (1956) 
divided togethernes.s .. subjects. into .. four .. leve.ls of status., rather than 
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three as· in the previous study ... These members were labeled high, average, 
low, and very low in status... Again. bogus. ra.tings provided- each ·subject 
with his leveLof status •. The results indicated a curvilinear function. 
The high status. individuals showed the least compliance with· the low 
status subjects next .... The greatest compliant. behavior .. was demonstrated 
by the very low status- subjects with the average status individuals 
close behind.· Finally., a curvilinear function. was found .. in· another 
laboratory experiment by. Wilson (1960) in a compliant situation with 
status being soci.ometricalJ.y. defined. 
Discussion of the Literature 
In summarizing. the results. of labo.ratory,. labor.ato.ry,-fi.eld, and 
field studies, we. find. that the relation between s.ta.tu.s::.an:d conformity 
is a complex one ..... Four. studies (Lionberger, .. 1953; Mar.sh & Goleman, 1954r 
Newcomb, 194-3;: Wi.l.kenin~. 1952.). re.p.o.rt .. a. di.rec.t. r.ela.tionship:. F·our other 
investigations .(Bartos.,. l95.8.; Harv.ey .. &. Ruthe.rfo.r.d., .. 19 .. 60; .. Kelley & Shapiro, 
1954; Menzel, 1957) report an inverse relationship. Threeothe:r investi-
gations (Dittes & Kelley~ 1956; Harvey & Consalvi, 1:960·; Wilson, 1960) 
report·a curvilinear relationship.with the high and .. l.ow statuses con-
forming tl:i,e· most to previously internalized. standards. and the· middle 
statas the.least. 
Diffe.rences. be.tween . .s.tudi.eR obtaining. direct and. in.v.er.se .. rel.ation-
ships may be clarified by. means. of the d.istinction betwe.en. conformity 
and compliance ..... For .. example.,. direct relationships were found by Newcomb 
(1943), Lionberger (1953), Marsh. & Goleman (1954), and. Wilkening (1952). 
In each instance .. reviewed, the. individuals may best be de.scribed as 
exhibiting behavior, in keeping wi.th previous.ly in.ternali.zed Jud~mental 
scales in the order.ofHigh>Medium>Low. 
Four studies (Bar..tos.,. 1958; Harvey & Rutherfo.rd, 1960; Kelley & 
Shapiro, 1954; Menzel.,. 1957), .. on .. the. othe.r hand, r.e..p.ort an inverse 
relationship·,• In .each. of, .. these studies. p.ux::portedly. dealing with "con-
formity," it may be. said tha.t. ,the.. situation at hand is best described 
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as one of compliance, .. That. is.,. individuals were. being pressured by the 
social situation into, making .. J.udgments. contrary .to pr.e.v.i.ously. interna:-
lized judgmental scales with the dependent measure reflecting compliance 
in the order ofLow>Medium>High, 
If the conformity,-compliance distinction is kept in mind, the 
studies obtaining inverse results do not in any way invalidate the 
results of the studi•e.s, rcepor.ting the direct relation between: status and 
conformity, but rather confirm. these investigations. Hence., the results 
of any single experiment may be interpreted as either conf·ormity or. 
compliance resulting.in either a direct or indirect relationship. 
Relatedobser.vations (Harvey, 1953; MacNeil, 1967; Sherif, White 
& Harvey, 1955; Whyte, 1943) indicate that in the process of group inter-
action it should be easier for the high status individual to conform to 
his own, previously internalized, judgmental scales while eliciting 
compliant behavior. from those of lower status. That is, accuracy of the 
performance of the high status individuals is consistently over-
estimated by themselves.and.by other members. Accuracy of performance 
of lower statusindividuals, on.the other hand, tends to be under-
estimated both by: .thems.elv.es. and: by others. 
In sununa:rizing. all. of the above studies, the. following may be 
said: 
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1) The·· performance . .o.f .hi.gh .. status .indiv.iduals .. tends to be· over-
estimated··bo.th;',hy. themselves .. and .. by o.thers., whereas: .the .performance of 
low status members: tends to, be .under-estimat.ed. both by ·themselve·s and by 
others. 
2) · High· status individuals are more. likely t.o. exhibit-- behavior in 
keeping· with· prev.ious.J.y. int.er.nal.iz.ed. judgm_ental seal.es (i,e., conformity), : 
whereas low· stat.us. individuals are more lik.ely ... .to exhib.i.t. behavior 
inconsistent with . .previously internalized scales. (i...e •. ,. compliance), 
3) The r.e.J.atio.nship. b.et:ween status and. conformity. would therefore 
be a direct: one, .. :while. the .. r.ela.tionshi.p between. status .and·· compliance 
would be·· an inverse one. 
These_ three; ,summary. s.tatement.s. abo.u.t field .. s.tudi.es .. and, .Laboratory 
experiments: .appar.en.tly . .apply ... to . .a .. w.ide. variety of. div.er.se .. gr.oup's. Ex-
amples are girl memb.er.s.: of .... a. college. conununi.ty .. (Newcomb., ... 194.3.) .. , .. members 
of farm groups, (.Lianberg.er.,.19.53; Mar.sh .. & .Coleman.,, ... l.9.5.4.;. :Wilk.e'tllng, 1952}, 
street gang· memb.e,r:s. in. Bost.on. (Wb.y.te., .. 1943.).,. Y .• M . .C •• .A.: members, {Bartos, 
1958), groups; of, .physicians. .(Menz.e.J..,. l.957..)., .. high .. s.chool. .. c.liq:ues>.{Harvey, 
1953), members of . .a .. boys.' .. camp. (She.rif, Whi.te, ... &. Harvey,. 1.955), and 
members of Anglo,-.Ameri.can and Latin-,American .. grou.ps, .(MacNeil; 1967). 
Why; then,· do .s.oma. studies obtain . .a curvilinear . .relationship between" 
status and: c.onfo.rmi..ty:.? ... In g.eneraL, the s.tudies ... obtaining, a. curvilinear 
relationship .. may. ... be. .beat. des.cr.ib.ed. as., .lab.ora.tory:-tog.eth.ernessC s:itua tions 
in which status .. is. ar.tif.icial.ly defined and in which. conformity. develops 
under circumst~nces .. that. bear .. little. resemblance. to .. actual life 
situations. 
· ·r.n: one. :o.f.-.. the. .of . .t..en, ..cited. studies, . .(Di.ttes ... & .. .Kell.e.y, .... 1956), for 
example:; ~thaty.:±e.ldad ... a..;c.w::.v:ili.near .. r.el.atio.nship., .. -th.e·. subjects involved 
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were complete strangers, ·. As p.reviously .. mentioned. in .conjunction with the 
work of Pollis and Mo.ntg.omer:y .. (196.6.; ... 19.68} t.og.e.th.erness and group 
situations· involve entirely. dif.f.e.rent. parameters., Hence, the Dittes & 
Kelley study which .de.fined .. stat.us in. te.rms .. of II.bogus." ratings from 
stran~ers has no relevance to .. other studies in which status is defined 
in terms of ''real.". .group. fo.rma.tion.. The fact that its results differ 
may'be taken as evidence. for.the.necessity of maintaining the group-
togetherness distinction. 
Furthermore,· in some of these experiments, perhaps the er.edibility 
of the experiment for the subjects involved is questionable. For example, 
another important study (Harvey & Consalvi, 1960) obtaining a curvilinear 
relationship, has been challenged in regard to this aspect by MacNeil 
(1967). The issue seems to rest on whether the subjects were convinced 
that they were looking. at. the same set of lights, when in fact one 
subject.was looking,at:a set of lights 48 inches apart and the other 
subjects were lo.eking at a set 12 inches apart. 
The issue is further confused in that not all .. studies have included 
the middle status individual. Hence, the presence or absence of the 
curvilinear relationship has.not. had a. chance tobe adequately demon-
strated because many studies have included only high and low status 
individuals. An example of this would be the Harvey and Rutherford 
(1960) study. 
Finally, little. of the work that has been reviewed combined the 
virtues of the labroatory and real life situations. Concern over this 
has been voiced by Blake .. and Mouton (1961) and .Sherif (1961). In 
general, laboratory. situations produce littleego.,.-involvement, at least 
incompari-son,to real life: situations where the personal stakes 
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with· conformity: and compliance are high. Moreover,. with the exception 
of MacNeil (1967) , little. work has. been .. done using. "real" groups in the 
laboratory experiments ...... Because. o.£. the. differ.ence.. in .ego,;,-in:volvement and 
past historical ... rel.a.tedness and. the .resulting. expectancies on the part 
of "real" groups,. it .. is .. .hazardous .. to. generalize the,. r.esul.ts .o.b.tained in 
the laboratory--togetherness s.itua.tions to those of groups found· in real 
life. 
.Homans' Exchange Theory 
The position taken by .the present investigator has been to 
interpret the· curvilinear relationship as being an artifact peculiar 
only to laboratory experiments. An alternative explanation has been 
presented by Homans (1961). 
Homans (.1961) explains the relationship. between. status. and conformity.· 
in terms .. of the risk irn,olved: for. the .. individual •... .The .situation most 
frequently described .. by Homans i.s that of .a complianc.e .. situation in 
which an individual .. is- .pressur.ed by .. others. t.o. make judgments'. that are 
contradictory:to·what he is actually. perceiving. Hence. in this analysis 
of Homans, the word. ~'compliancell is used in describing events that 
Homans would label conformity. 
Consider,·· for example, Homans' high status man. There. are four 
possible reactions in this. situation.:. (1) the indiv.idual may comply 
with the group judgment. when .. the group is wrong; (2) the individual may 
comply with the·gro.up.judgmen:t: when. the group. is right; (3) the 
individualmay:not comply. and. the group judgment turns .out to be wrong; 
(4) the individual may not comply and the group judgment turns out to 
be correct. 
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If an upper. status. man complies and. the group's. judgment is correct, , 
no damage is d.one. to. his .status. but neither does it improve. Much the 
same is true if.the. individual.complies and the group's judgment turns 
out. to be incorrect ... Little damag.e .to his s.ta.tus .. occurs,. since every-
one else was als.o .wrong.. . On the other hand.,. if the pers.on does not canply 
and the group:' s: judgment. is correct, he will. lose· some esteem. Even 
after the loss. of ... es.te.em the .. high .. status individual will still have a 
great deal left .... In Homans' words: 
We are talking about people whose status is high and established, 
and the point about such people is that they have· a long way 
to go before hitting the bottom (1961, p. 351). 
Finally,. what happens if the upper status man refuses to. comply and 
the group judgment. turns out to be incorrect? In this case, the indi-
vidual signifi.cantly increases in esteem. This wilL be .. especially true 
when the ·correct: judgment brings rewards. to other. members. ·Therefore, 
the balance of risk makes it. probable .that an upper. s . tatus man will 
choosenon;-compliarice. 
In examining. the .. effect of. status on complianc.e for. a person of 
middle status,. it must. b.e remembered that the middle status position is 
the most unstable. The. low status individual has little status to lose; 
the upper status individual can afford t.o take. the risk involved; the 
middle status· individual.,. because of his. unstable. p.os.i.t.io.n,, ,.cannot afford 
a status loss. If a middle status man complies.to.the gr.a.up's judgment 
and the group. op.inion .. is car.re.ct,. his. position. as. an. ac.cepted, member is 
confirmed. If he .giv.es in .and .the. group is. wrong, ... he.. do.es .. n:ot'lose 
anything as far as .. status. is. concerned. . .On the ... other. hand-, .. if .he does 
not give in and the. group's judgment is correct., .. the. indivi.dualmay arffer 
a significant decrement in. status ... Finally, he. may .refuse to comply and 
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have the group'·s · j.udgment .turn .. out. to be wrong and gain in status just 
as the high status. member .. gains .•. However,. as Homans. points out, it will 
take more than: one. s.uch. achie:vement. to. get t.o the top. of the status 
hierarchy, in. con.t.:rast:.. to. a. high. status. individual... For these ·reasons, 
the middle, status. member.:. complies. most.. to. other. members'. judgments. 
Now let us. consider. the. low. status individual. .... If a low status 
individual .complies. :to .. the. gxoup.' s,judgment and the .group is correct, 
verylitt1e status.change occurs .. If, ontheother hand,.he rejects 
the group's judgment.and.it is correct,. he has little to lose in the way 
of status. In. the .. situation in which. he rejects .. t.he gr.cup's judgment 
and the· group. turns. out. .to. be wrong.,. the .. individual has. something to gain 
at least. in: eg.o. terms if. not .. in terms. of status. 
Homans., .. ·.in. using .. :the. preceding. line. of .. thought, .. ex.p.l.ains the 
curvilinear: relationship. tha.t. has. been .fo.und. b.y .. some. in:v.estigato.rs. In 
essence, he··is: :at.temp.ting . .to. explain ... the .. finding. that. high:· and· :low status 
subjects· ·comply .. l.ea.s.t. while . .middle. s.t.a.tus .. sub.j.ects .. comply mo.st: ·in a few 
of the· laboratory- finding.s. in. :te;r.ms .of .. t.he risk inv.olved. f.o.1:1<status 
change. The. upper. stat.us. individual. has little. to gain. .. by. compliance, 
and the lower status. individual .. has little to .. lose: .by: i,t.s opposite. 
Thus,. for differ.ent. r.easons., .. the. behavior becomes. hia.s.ed .. in.the same 
direction. 
Two criticisms emerge in reviewing this theory ... First, Homans' 
explanation is. based. primarily.on. re.search. in lab.oratory-,-togetherness 
situations in;.which:.s:tatus ... is .. artificially. d.efined and. hence may not 
necessarily be generalized. t.o .. conformity .. o.r. compliance.. in. real groups. 
Second, ·this: ·theox.y. ex.plains.. only . .a. .few. of .. the .re.s.ults in. the literature 
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while neglecting. other studies that point either to a direct or inverse 
relationship between status and. conformity or compliance. 
CHAPTER III 
PURPOSE OF. THE STUDY 
The purpose of this. research is to provide an empirical check on 
the relationship b.etween, status and conformity .by .. studying high (H), 
medium (M), and·low (L).. status members of real groups in a laboratory 
situation with each member. posses.sing a different judgmental scale. 
While in the process. it. should. be possible to demonstrate the.necessity 
for the distinction. drawn,between conformity and:comp.liance, group and 
togetherness and· the. danger. o.f .. extrapolating results from. laboratory 
experiments in which. status .. is artificially defined to those obtained 
in.field studies and field experiments in which status.is explicitly 
tied to small· group formation. 
In order to implement the research, the autokinetic effec.t .. (.Sherif, 
1935) is utilized· in. two. sessions.. .During. Session I, .. three members of 
H, M, and L status. f.rom. each .. gr.cup will. par.ti.ci.p.ate alone.. Following a 
procedure used·in previous.research (Follis & Montgomery, 1966; 1968) 
each of the three subje.ctswill be anchored through verbal instructions 
to see the light. move within one of three ranges .(.1-4., 5,...9, and 10-15 
inches), with each range.varying. in its degree of arbitrariness. 1 
1 The three·· arbitr.ar.y ... r.anges were determined. on .. .the bas.is· of a pre-
test of 40 subjects in.which subjec.t.s.,gavetheir.estima.tes both alone 
and together without any .imp.os.i.tion. -0f. a. prescribed range .. From least 
to most arbitrary,. they. were .. l,-.4,. 5,-9, .. .and 10,-.15. inches in terms of 
frequencies of ·es.t.imat,ed. au.tokine.ti.c. movement. 
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In Session II, the three subjects, H, M, and L, from each group will 
return together, with each member possessing a different previously 
established arbitrary range, in order that conformity to the previously 
internalized judgmental. scale. and compliance to those scales possessed 
by other members can. be determined. 
With r.egard .. to .. the three levels of arbitrariness .(1-4, 5-9, and 
10-15 inches) it is expected. that, other things b.eing equal, conformity 
to the previously internalized.scale will be. greatest for those indivi-
duals with the 1 to 4. inch scale (i.e., the natural range), less for those 
individuals with the 5,..9 inch scale, and least for individuals with the 
10-15 inch scale •. Compliance. is predicted to be in the opposite 
direction with the individual possessing the 10-15 inch scale complying 
the most, ·the individual possessing the 5 to 9.inch scale the next most, 
and the individual possessing. the 1 to 4 inch scale the least. 
The prediction with regard to the three levels of status iscontrary· 
to that of Homans' Exchange 'Theory, That is, if the curvilinear relation-
ship is an artifact. of the artificiality of certain laboratory-together-
ness experiments,. but not of experiments in which real groups are 
utilized, as· is. the .. co.ntention. of. this. investigator, then conformity 
would be·· expected to be in. the direction of H>M>L and compliance would 
be expected to be in the order of L>M>H. If Homans' theory is the more 
adequate, conformity would. be expected to be. in the direction of 
H ""L>M and compliance would be expected to be in.the order of M>H "'L. 
If, as -suggested., a di.r.ect. relationship between status and con-
formity occurs, then. this evidenc.e would seem to indicate that the 
conformity"'-compliance. distinction .is. a useful. one. Moreover, it would 
seem that the curvilinear. relationship found by some investigators in 
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laboratory experiments is. p.os.s.ihly an artifact of the artificiality of 
the situation and hence bears no relationship to the behavior of groups 
in real life situations. 
. ,C.HAPTER IV 
METHOD.AND.PROCEDURE 
.. .Subjects 
Fifty-four naive subjects. were.selected from 18 clearly delineated 
groups in four social frater~ities. 1 on. the campus of Oklahoma State 
University. ·From·each of these 18 groups, a set of three subjects was 
selected such that there was one subject with high status (H), one with 
medium status (M), and: one·with. low status (L). Subject selection in 
terms of H, M; and L:was determined on. the basis of two criteria: 
agreement by·participan.tobservers and sociometric ratings made by the 
members·themselves. 
Observer·· agreement wa$. obtained by having two members from each 
fraternity fill out the. questionnaire in Appendix A. From the question-
naires, only those groups were. selected for whic.h there. was a high degree 
of observer agreement. 
Sociometric ratings were obtained by having all members of each of 
the four fraternities fill out the questionnaire in Appendix B. The 
administration·and collection of these questionnaires was handled by 
the investigator's observers and.a ninety-six per cent return was 
10riginally six frate•rnities were studied. Two of these were dis-
carded prior to the experiment due to low observer and sociometric 
agreement. 
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obtained from those members living in each fraternity house concerned. 
The results of the questionnaires were then processed. by means of a com-
puter program devised by Shoemaker and Pace .(196.8} fo.r the explicit 
purpose of clique detection. 
In· examining. the. c.o.mputer output,,. i.t was. not.ed that two. distinct 
types of: groups were generated, depending upon the type of:item being 
considered. Generally speaking, items 1, 2, and 3 were "who do you like 
the most" type items and generated status structures that were quite 
similar to each other, but not to those structures generated by items 
5, 6, and 7. Items 5, 6, and 7 were "effective initiative" items and 
generated status structures similar to each other, but not similar to 
those generated by items 1, 2, and 3, Item 4 asked, "If you had to 
depend on a friend's judgment in a difficult situation, who would you 
trust first?" This item generated status structures sometimes similar 
to those of items 1, 2, and 3; sometimes similar to those of items 5, 6, 
and 7; but most frequently status. structur.es that were unique only to 
item 4. 
The groups .from .:whi.ch s.ets of H, M, and L s.tat.us . .subjec.ts were 
chosen had to meet the following criteria. across .all it.ems.: (1) the high 
status member· selected .the middle .. status- member in .second to .fourth choice 
and selected the. low .stat.us member either not. .at. all. or .. somewhere between 
fifth and tenth. cho.i.ce;. (2). the . .middle. status member. selected the high 
status· member in. first .to third .. choice. and selected the low:. s.tatus member 
somewhere be.tween. fourth. and tenth choice, and~ (3) the .low .. status member 
selected the high. and .. mid.dl.e. ,.sta.tus.. members as fir.st to. fourth choices. 
From the groups.not. eliminated on the basis of the above criteria, 
18 were selected, on. the .. basis ... of. agreement. with .observer ratings. 
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Approximately one,-half of the groups from which H, M, L, sets were 
selected· were. generated. by. i.tems. 1., 2, and 3; .the. other one . ,..half were 
generated by items 5,- 6, and 7 •.. The 18 sets of H, M, and L subjects were 
randomly assigned. to . .treatment.c0111binations by placing. the names of each 
H, M, L, set in .. a. hox._ . .and h~-ma:t.ching .. .a .g.:Lv.en set of. treatment combinations 
with the name ·of· a.: H.;. M, .. L.~- .s.et .drawn .. at.. random. 
Five sets of .thr.ee .s.ubj ec ts. each. were s.elected from five groups in two 
of the fraternities· and. four sets. were selected from four groups in the 
other two fraternities. The four fraternities from which subjects were 
chosen varied in·size from 80 to 110 members. Each subject selected 
for the experiment.was.paid five dollars for participating. All subjects 
selected participated in. both. sessions and no subjects .. were dropped· 
from the analysis. 
. . -·-· - . Procedure 
During Sessio.n I, each subject (H, M, or L) p.artic·ipated alone in 
the autokinetic situation •. Thr.ou.gh instructions the.experimenter 
anchored each member .(either .. H, M.,. or L) on either a l,-4. inch range, a 
5.,..9 inch range, or on a 10.,..15 inch range. The only restriction was that 
no two members of any one group were established within the same range. 
Thirty estimates were made by each subject in Session I. As close to 
24 hours later·as possible,. each .set of H, M., L subjects from the 18 
groups returned for Session. IL This session showed the effects of 
status on ·conformity .. to. a previously established rang.e. · Forty estimates 
were obtained in Session II- for each naive subject. 
Instructions for Session I were as follows: 
The results. of, .this. experiment will be useful for future 
space: flight, .. s.o. tr.y ... to. make y.om: .. estimates .as accurate 
as possible.. I w.i11 give you the signal "ready" and show 
you a point .. of .light. The-.. light. will. start to move. It 
will move between (1-4, 5.-9.,. 10-15, as the case might 
be) inches. A few se.conds. later the light will disappear. 
Then tell- me the d.istanc.e .. it moved. 
These parts of .. the. instr.uct.ions. were then repeated: 
I will .. give .. y.o.u .. .a. signal ."r.eady" .and .sho:w:,. you. a. point of 
light.: l'he .l:ight. w.ill .. move bet:w:een. . (1-4, 5-9, 10'""15, as 
the case might~ inches.. . The .. light will then. disappear and 
you tell me the distance that it moved. 
Instructions.for Session II were the following: 
The instructions for today's experiment ar.emuch the 
same as yesterday. I will give you a signal.llready" 
and show you .a po.int of light. The light. will start to 
move. The light; will. dis.appear. ,and. yo.u ar.e . to .. tell me 
how far it moved .•.. The only .difference be.twe.en .today 
· and yesterday is tha.t I cannot. t.ell you the .. range in 
which the:light. is.moving. 
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In both sessions, the. s.ubj ects. sat 15 feet . .awa:v-. from an- autokinetic 
apparatus. ·· The en.tLr.e .ser.ie.s .of. light onsets .. and. of.fs.ets. was held con-
stant . through: the use. of. an. automatic timer ...... A .four second interval 
existed between each light onset and offset; a thirty second interval 
existed between light offset and the next light onset. If a subject did 
not see the light move on. a pa:rtic.ular trial the experimenter reminde!'d 
the subject that '·'the. light moves every time." During Session I, if a 
subject saw the light move a distance other than that which fell within 
his specified range·.,. the experimenter repeated that the light would 
always move· the number of inches specified in the ins.tru.ctions (i.e. , 
either 1-4, 5-9, o:r. 10-15). 
At the beginning of each session, subjects were .met .at the end of 
a long dark hall. that. led- to .... the .. .exp.er-imentaL .:room,. and .. .w.e.r.e. escorted 
to their· seats in: .the .. ligh.t,-p.roo.f. expe.r.ime.ntal. ... r.oom b:Y-- the. experimenter. 
As·only·ash:roudeci pencil. flashlight was used to facilitate. the seating 
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process, subjects were. not able to obtain a clear notion as to the 
dimensions of· the room. or the natur..e o.f .. the experimental setup. 
At the beginning o.f. Session .. I, s.ubj ects. were .. randomly .as~igned 
seats with the ·singl.e. restrict.ion being. that no .. tw.o .. subjects· 'in any 
group could be . .assigned. the .same seat.. . At. the .. b.eginning o.f .Sess:ion II, 
subjects were asked to take .. the same seat that they had the day be:fore. 
During Session· .II, the. o.r.der .. of .. r.espons.e fr.om . .the s.ub.j.ects was· allowed 
to take place .naturally; that is, subjects wer.e. allowed .. to decide as to 
whether they would respond from right to left or. from 1-eft to right. 
As the experiment proved to be very ego-involving and invited many 
questions, the experimenter to.ld all subjects that. it. .. was. sponsored by 
a grant from NASA and .was. for .. "purposes of. d.etermining, .whe.ther. people 
can accurately judge. the .di.s.tance. .that a light moves. in a .. da:rk room." 
Questions as to. why. they. w.ere .. s.el.ected to participate .in .the experiment 
were answered .by. saying .. that .. they were members of X fr.at.ernity and that 
the experimenter. .had .. alway.s g.o..tten go.od. cooperation ... fr.om.. that fraternity. 
For this reason. the. exper.imenter. had .. .randomly. selected individuals from 
that fraternity '.s .ro.ster .in .the. s.t.udent dir.ecto.ry... .Ques.tion-s<that arose 
as to why certain individuals. had. to. p.articip.ate in the s.econd ,'S'ession 
together were answered by telling subj.ects that.time. pressures necessi-
tated using more people. at .the. same time. and it. was .. poss.ibl:e to·· do this 
only if all ·sujbects had,. different ranges.. Thus .. ,. the .. po.s.sib.ility of any 
one member influencing .. any .. other. member would b.e. equally. probable. 
In order to analyze the data with regard. to the. random.i::zation 
-~ > 
pattern, tha.experiment. is. regarded .as a 32 factor.ial ax.rahg:ement of 
treatments with two .fact.ors, .. status (H, M., L.) and. range or. arbitrariness 
(1-4, 5-9, 10-15) each.at. three levels. The interactions, either AB or 
AB2 , were c.onfounded. within. _thr.ee groups (i..e .... , .bl.ocks.) .in each,, of six 
replicatfons (:replicatio.ns a:c:e .not.. r.eal} .•... The .c,anf.oundi.ug'.:pat::t~rn was q.· 
the. follow.ing: 
·· Repl.i.cation No ... 1 AB 
·· Replication. No •.. 2 .. ... ·" '··~· -, ., ' .... ~ .. 
. Rep.lie.a tion. No.. 3 .. ""• ~-·-··· .. ·. ·' .. AB 
, ·; ......... Re.plic.ati.on .. No ..... 4 ............... :;;: ' AB2 
. • ·. Replication No... 5 AB 
:. Repl.ic.a.tion. No .• 6 ,..,. 
Hence, the following. experimental pl.an was suggested: 
Gp 1 Gp 2 Gp 3 
Rep No. 1 00 01 02 
12 10 20 
21 .. 22. 11 
Gp 4 Gp 5 Gp.6 
Rep No. 2 00 02 01 
11. 10 12 
22. -· .. .. 21 20 
Gp 7 Gp 8 Gp 9 
Rep No. 3 00 01 02 
12 10 20 
21 22 11 
Gp 10 Gp 11 Gp 12 
Rep No. 4 00 02 01 
11 10 12 
22 21 20 
Gp 13 Gp 14 Gp 15 
· Rep No •. 5 00 01 02 
12 10 20 
21 22 11 
Gp 16 Gp 17 Gp 18 
Rep No. 6 . 00 02 01 
11 10 12 
22 21 20 
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C:HAPTER V 
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Subject responses were recorded in each of the experimental sessions 
in terms of each subject's estimate of the distance in inches of light 
movement. Similar to. the previous work. of Pollis.and Montgomery (1966; 
1968), an inspection of each subject's estimates. in Session L revealed 
that anchoring subjects to their respective 1-4,5,-9, or 10,..15. inch ranges 
was successful. That is, no subject went outside.of his given range 
during his last twenty estimates in Session I. Although all.subjects 
were successfully anchored to their scales, it was expected that the 
degree of arbitrariness of these scales would be accurately reflected 
through measures of variability in the direction of 10-15>5-9>1:_4; 
greater variability has been taken to mean greater instability of the 
judgmental framework with the autokinetic effect (e.g., MacNeil, 1964; 
Sherif & Harvey, 1952; Rohrer et al., and Walter, 1955). 
Accordingly, a variability score was computed for each subject by 
totaling the distance moved from estimate to estimate. in.Session I and 
dividing by the numer of estimates. An overall.analysis of.variance 
for the variability scores in Session I yielded an. Fvalue of 44.54 
which is statistically significant beyond the .001 level. 
Table I summarizes the results using the Dllncan's range. test in 
which X represents mean variability score valuesforl,-4, 5.,..9, and 10-15 
inch range subjects; rp represents the least significant standardized 
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range values taken from Duncan's tables; and R (standard error of a p 
mean multiplied by rp) .. represents the least significant range of the 
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distance between.any two.means among the ordered means of 1-4, 5-9, and 
10-15. 1 
TABLE I 
MEAR VARIABILITY SCORES. FOR SESSION I 
. FOR 2 AND 3 GROUPS d.f.=51 
Level of.Range Number of Groups 
10-15 5-9 
X: 1.86 1.43 
**Significant at the .01 level 
1-4 
.87 
rp 
Rp 
2 
3.82 
.28 
3 
3.99** 
.30 
Results are in the predicted direction of 10~15>5~9>1-4 with mean 
variability scores being 1.86, 1.43, and .87 respectively. The range 
test shows 10-15>5~9 and 5-9>1~4 differences to be statistically signi-
ficant beyond"the .01 level. Hence, although all subjects were success-
fully anchored to their range. in terms of their estimates falling within 
that range,. the .. degree. of arbitrariness of. the ranges was accurately 
reflected through.measures.of.variability in the direction of 10,-15>5-9> 
1~4 in Session I. 
Session. II.constituted. the source of crucial data in that a group 
of three subjects,. H, M, and L,. returned with each membe~ possessing a 
· 
1For a discussion of the table format employed here with regard to 
Duncan's Range Test. see Frank.J. McGuigan, Experimental Psychology, 
Englewood Cliffs! .. Prentice-Hall, 1960, p. 176. 
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different range. All. estimates .of. distance falling. inside. each subject's. 
original scale were cumulated., ... This. constituted. the subject's stability 
s.core. Stability scores. ar.e. basic .. to-.testing_ the .. relative conformity to 
the previously internalized:·rang.es... The. analysis of .. :v-ariance for the 
effects .or stab.i:li:ty a:pp.ear. ,in.,Tab.l.e II. 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR STABILITY 
Source 
Total 
Between all Groups 
Replications 
Groups in Replications 
AB (1, 3, 5) 
AB2 (2, 4j 6) 
Inter-group Error 
AB X Reps. 
AB2x Reps. 
Within all Groups 
A (Status) 
B (Arbitrariness) 
AX B 
AB (2, 4, 6) 
AB 2 (1, 3, 5) 
Intra-group Error 
AX Reps, 
BX Reps. 
ABX Reps 
AB 2X Reps, 
53 
36 
17 
2 
2 
4 
28 
***Significant at the .01 level 
****Significant at the .:001 level 
5 .. 
12 .. 
.2 
2 .. 
' .. 8 .. 
k. 
.A 
2. 
2 
10 ··-
10 .. 
4 
4. 
Mean Square 
46.52 
24.66 
55.63 
45.82 
94,37 
49. 67 · 
91. 70 
7.59 
93. 72 
217.39 
695. 72 
118. 04 
114. 82 
38.65 
33.08 
29.34 
79.59 
34.87 
F 
5.63*** 
18.00**** 
3.05 
2.97 
As expected, neither· Repl.i.cat.ions,. G.i:oup.s in Replications, nor the 
interaction of Status and.·Rang.e. .ar.e. significant. .•. _ .B.o.th .. .the.::ntain .effects 
of Status and Range .ar.e .significant..,._ .The .eff.ect .. .o.f .. S.tatus has. an F 
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value of 5 o 63 and is statisticall:y. significan.L bey.oruL the .. 01 level; the 
effect of Range has an F value· of 18. 00 and is statistically- S'ignificant 
beyond the .001 level. 
Table III summarizes. the. resuLts. using Duncan .. ' s .range test, 
Results are in the predicted.direc.tion.of.H>M>.Lwith mean/stability 
scores being 19.28, 15.55, and 12.33, respectively. The range test 
shows H>L to be significant beyond. the .01 level, but H>M and M>L are 
not significant at the .05 level. 
TABLE III 
MEAN STABILITY SCORE.VALUES. F.OR. STATUS 
FOR 2 AND. 3.GROUPS d .. f, = 28 
Level of Status . Number 
H M L 2 
rp 2.90 
Rp 4.25 
X: 19.28 15.55 12.33 
rp 3.91 
Rp 5. 72 
**Significant at the .01 level 
of Groups 
3 
.3.04 
4.45 
4.08** 
5.98 
Under the conditions defined in. this experimen.t, .. these. results 
warrant the generalization that when different .. auto.kine.tic norms, ini-
tially anchored by the expe.rimenter., are int.ernaliz.ed. by: .. H,. M, and L 
subjects and these subjects later appear in. a group. situation,, conform-
ity to the previously internalized norm is. in the. direction of H>M>L, 
whereas compliance is in the direction.of L>M>H. The differences be-
tween high status and low is .. statistic.ally: significant; .the differences 
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between high and medium and medium and. low are. not statistically 
significant. 
Results in the predi..cted. direction of 1,,..4>5,-9>10-15 for .. conformity 
in terms of stability of range did not occur:. Instead, conformity was 
in the direction of 5--9>1-4>10;-15.with. s.tabi1it.y means. of. 21.61, 16.33, 
and 9.22 respectively. These results are.summarized in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
MEAN STABILITY SCORE. VALUES- .FOR RANGE 
FOR 2 AND 3 GROUPS d.f.=28 
Level of Status 
5-9 1-4 
X: 21,61 16,33 
*Significant at the .05 level 
**Significant at the .01 level 
10-15 
9,22 
Number 
2 
rp 2.90 
Rp 4.25 
rp 3.91 
Rp 5, 72 
of Groups 
3 
3.04* 
4.45 
4.08** 
5.98 
Duncan's range test shows the 5,...9 >1,,..4. comparison .to be significant 
beyond the . 05 level and the L-4>10:-15. comparison to be statistically 
significant beyond the ,01 level, Hence, conformity is in the direction 
of 5-9>1-4>10-15, while compliance is. in. the d.irection. of.10,-15>1-4>5-9. 
An explanation for this discrepancy. becomes apparent when one looks 
at the 3 X 3 table in Table .. V .. Here, levels of A (Status) respond 
much the same across levels of. B (Rang.e) ... except at the 5-9 inch range. 
At the 5-9 inch level of B, all levels of A, especially the H and M 
status levels, are much the same. Hence,.the following explanation is 
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suggested: due to the peculiarity of the 5-9 inch member's middle 
position, he can rapidly move back and.forth from top and bottom while 
remaining very similar to other members without ever leaving his 5-9 
inch range, This is particularly true when the 1,-4 inch member is near 
the top of.his range and when the.10-,,15 inch member is. near the bottom 
of his range.· Furthermore, this peculia.ri.ty. o.f. p.os.i.tion. fo.r the 5~9 
inch member occurs irrespective of. his level. of status .... Hence, the 
differences between H and M and M and L in Tahl.e III .are. not .as signifi-
cant as they might have been. ifthis peculiarity .. of. position did not 
occur. 
TABLE V 
3 X 3 TABLE .FOR MEAN .. .STABTLTTY SCORES 
. N = 9 per . cell 
Status Range 
B 
5-9 10-15 
H 21. 67 22,50 13.67 
A M 16.33 22.50 7.83 
L 11. 00 19.83 6.17 
16.33 21. 61 9.22 
19.28 
15.55 
12.33 
Consistent with the peculiar inversion of the 5-9and 1-4 inch 
members found with the stability. measure.,. we. :would. expec.L.c.er.tain dis-
crepancies in other Session: IT measures .. .to o.c.c.ur. such .a.s in. the. ability 
to assimilate other members in.to:.one..'.s.o:wn. scale .and. in Session II 
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variability scoreso For example., it has been noted by Pollis (1964) 
that subjects who are able to maintain .the.i.r original judgmental frame-
works intact tend also to provide a relatively powerful basis for 
anchoring the judgmental process of. others ... Hence, we would expect 
assimilation in Session II tobe in the. direction of 5-9>1-4>10-15. 
In contrast to the dependent. meas.u.re. of_ assimilation, we would 
expect conformity in terms of. var.iability fo.r. .S.es.si.on TL to he in the 
direction of· 1-4>5-9 ,,,. 10,,.;15.. Tha.t is, .due. to . .the .5-9 .inch member 
maximizing his .. similarity to .the other two .members by moving from the 
top to the bottom of ·his range from. trial.to tr.ia1,. he would more 
closely approximate· the"lfr--:15: .ineh range. than. the. 1-,-4 inch. range in 
terms. of ... variability. 
Assim±:1:ation scores we.re .. ohtained ... f.o.r. .... each. subJe.ct ... by .... cumulating 
the total number of. estimates. f.all,ing within the subject's range (made 
by the other Session II subjects.). and. d.ividing. by .two. The analysis of 
variance for the ability of Session. IT subjects. to assimilate others 
into their framework is given in ... Table VI. 
As with stability scores,. neither. Re.pli.cations, .Gro.up.s. in Repli-
cations, nor interaction of Status .. and. Rang.e. are.. significant. The 
effect of Status has an F value. of . .4.3.2. and .. is .. statisticall;Y" significant 
beyond the , 025 level,.- whereas. the .. ef.f.e.ct. of. Rang.e .has .an F value of 
39. 61 and is statistically .. significant. b.eyond the .. , 001 level. 
The Duncan's range. test. f.o.r .. the. effect .. o.f. Status. is. summarized in 
Table VIL Results are in the predicted direc.tion of H>M>L with mea'Q. 
assimilation scores of 15·,08,. lL0.8, .and 10.25 re.sp.ectively. However, 
while H>L is significant at P<.05, and H>M- is significant at P<,05, 
M>L is not significant.at-the .. o(:15.leveL. 
... TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANC.E FOR ASSIMILATION 
Source d.f. 
Total 
Between all Groups. 
Replications 
Groups in Replications 
AB (1, 3, 5) · ·· 
AB (2, 4, 6) 
Inter-group Error 
ABX Reps. 
ABX Reps, 
Within all Groups 
A (Status) 
B (Arbitrariness) 
AX B 
AB .(2, 4, 6) 
AB2(1, 3, 5) 
Intra-group Error 
AX Reps. 
BX Reps. 
ABX Reps~ 
2 AB X Reps., 
53 
17 
36 
**Significant at the .025 level 
**1*Significant·at the .001 level 
5 
12 
2 
2 
4 
28 
2 
2 -
8 
4 
4 
2 
2 
10 
10 
4 
4 
Mean Square 
11. 63 
6.15 
13.82 
11.45 
22.35 
12.41 
22.93 
1. 90 
9.43 
120.17 
1099.35 
44.25 
44.07 
27.76 
23.17 
32. 78 
33.73 
20.66 
F 
4.32** 
39.61**** 
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Under the conditions ·def·ined in 'this experiment,- these results 
warrant the generalization· that when. different. norms.,. initially anchored 
by the experimenter, are: intetnaliie~ .. by H,. M.,. and. L subjects and these 
subjects later appear in a group. situation.,. c.onfor.mit.y: .. to .. the previously 
internalized norm is. in the dir.ec.tion .of. H>M>L.,. whereas. comp.liance is in . 
the direction of· L>M>H· •. · The. dif.f.er.ences. b.etween. high . .and l.ow. and the 
differences between. high:-·and. medium ar..e . .s.t.atis.ti.cally.. s.ignifi.cant; the 
difference between medium· a:11d: ·low. i:s~. no:t. s.t.at.istical.ly. .. significant. 
X: 
• ........ TABLE VII 
MEAN: ASSIMILATIDN. SCORE .. VALUES. FOR STATUS 
FOR 2 AND: .3 . .GROUPS. d .• f. 28 
........... ·-· .. 
Level o.f,Status Number 
H M .L 2 
15.08 11.08 10.25 rp 2.90 
Rp. 3 .. 60 
*Significant at the .05 level 
of Groups 
3 
3.04* 
3.76 
Results for the eff ec.ts of Rang.e. o.r Arbitrariness .. u.tilizing the 
dependent measure. of ass·imi:lation. a:r:.a g.i.v.en. in Tab.le VI.II.; .. As. expected, 
and similar to the results· obtained .. :with .the .. stability.. measure,. results 
are in the direction of· 5,;-9>1,-4>10:-1.5 .with assimila.tion .. means of 20.17, 
11. 69, and 4. 56, respectively. Di.fferences. betw.een 5.,...9>1.,,,.4 .. and 1-4>10-15 
are. significant beyond .the:· •. O.L l~vel. and . .to. a. much gr.eater extent than 
when stability· measures were us.ed ...... Al.though __ this. is ag~ .. d.is.crepant 
with what was originally predicted, . .i.t. .. is . ..cons.ist.ent. .. with .. the . ,~.esults 
found with stability measures. That is, the subjec.tswith.ithe 5-9 inch 
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scale, because of their-peculiar position. in the middle, made estimates 
comparatively often within their sc:al.e... This .in ... turn. provided a rela-
tively powerful basis· for anchoring the judgmental ... process .. of others, 
_ - - TABLE VIII 
MEAN :AS:S'.IMILAT:lON.. S.CORK VALUES .. FOR RANGE 
FOR z·AND:··J.GROUP.S . .d,f, .. 28 
Level of Arbitrariness Number of Groups 
5-9 1-4 
X: 20.17 11. 69 
**Significant at the .01 level 
10-15 
4.56 rp 
Rp 
2 
3.91 
4.85 
3 
4.08** 
5.06 
Similar to the presentation of mean stability scores in Table V, 
mean assimilation scores are. presented .. in. a 3 X 3 table in. Table IX. 
Again at the 5-9 inch level, the valuesof.Bare.similar, irrespective 
of levels of status. Hence, as with. s.tability. measures, the differences 
between status .are not as signif.icant as they .. .mig.ht. have. been if this 
peculiarity of position had not. occurred.. . The. exception to this is the 
medium status member at: the. 5,_9_ inch range, whose .. scores may be an 
underestimate as a function of .sampling. error_,_ . If so, then this under-
estimation reduces the medium status. member's. overall assimilation mean 
and in turn makes him very similar . .to .. .the .. low. status ... member. in his over-
all ability toassimilate others. 
Consistent with the peculiar invers.ion. in. the. direction of. 5-9>1-4> 
10-15 for stability and assfmilat.ion .. measur.es,. we ... would exp.ect varia-
bility scores for Session Tltohe,in . .a. different. direction with the 1-4 
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inch range being less variable than_ the_ 5:-9, and the 5-9 inch range more 
closely approximating the. 10-1.5 inch .range., .. Ac.cordingly, a variability 
score was computed for; each: sub.J ec:t. -b..y. total.ing. the distance moved from 
estimate to estimate: in. Session I.Land. divid.ing .. by. the number of 
estimates. 
Status 
A 
. TABLE IX 
3 X 3 TABLE. FOR MEAN ASSIMILATION SCORES 
N = 9 per cell 
Range 
B 
1-4 5-9 10-15 
H 16.58 .. 21.50 7.17 
M 10.75 18.00 4.50 
L 7.75 2LOO 2.00 
11. 69 20.17 · 4,56 
15.08 
11.08 
10.25 
The overall. ana:lysis. of variance for variability measures taken 
from each subject's. estimates in. Session II is shown in Table X. Only 
the Range effects .. a.r.e. significant beyond the . 05 level with an F value 
of 3.97. 
The effects. of. Status.when using.variability scores, though not 
significant, are .. in. the predicted. direction of H>M>L for conformity 
and L>M>H for compliance .•. The Variability .means for H, M, and L are 
2.51, 2.64, and 2.76, respectively. 
TABLE X 
.. ANALYSIS. OF VARIANCE FOR VARIABILITY 
DURING SESSION II 
Source d.f. Mean Squar.e 
Total 53 
Between all Groups 17 1. 664 
Replications. 5 .960 
Groups in Replications 12 1. 957 
AB (1, 3, 5) 2 2.018 
AB (2, 4, 6) 2 2.591 
Inter-group Error 8 1. 783 
ABX Reps. 4 1.497 
ABX Reps. 4 2.068 
Within all Groups 36 .500 
A (Status) 2 .288 
B (Arbitrariness 2 1.849 
AX B 4 
AB (2, 4, 6) 2 .27 
AB 2 (1, 3, 5) 2 .076 
Intra-group Error 28 .465 
A X Reps. 10 .415 
BX Reps. 10 .566 
ABX Reps. 4 .248 
AB2X Reps. 4 .559 
*Significant beyond the .05 level 
•· 
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F 
3.97* 
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Results of the Duncan's range test for the effect of Arbitrariness 
of Range appear in Table XI and are. in the predicted direction, That 
TABLE XI 
MEAN VARIABILTTY SCORK VALUES FOR RANGE 
... FOR .2. AND. 3 GROUPS d. f, = 28 
Level of Arbitrariness Number of Groups 
5-9 10-15 
X: 2.83 2.82 
*Significant at the .05 level 
1-4 
2,26 
rp 
Rp 
2 
2.90 
.46 
3 
3.04* 
.49 
is, the 1-4 inch range shows the least variability, while the 5-9 and 
10-15 inch ranges are approximately equal in variability. The variabil-
ity means are 2.26, 2.83, and 2.82, respectively. While 5-9>1-4 and 
10-15>1-4 differences are significant beyond the .05 level, there is no 
significant difference between the 5-9 and 10-15 inch ranges. Thus the 
explanation for the inversion found.with the 5-9 inch range being more 
greatly conformed to. than the 1-4 inch range.is supported~ That is, the 
5-9 inch member remains. mor.e. stable and assimilates other memb.ers better, 
while demonstrating . .greater.variability from trial. to trial. 
CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATION- OF RESULTS 
Summary and Conclusions 
To provide .an- empirical. check _on the r.ela.ti.onship .. between status 
and conformity, high. (R), medium .(M},- and- .low. _(L)- status_ memhers. of real 
groups w~re· brought into a_ lab.ora.to_ry _:;;dtuation. with_ each member possess-· 
ing a different judgmental- s.cale .. In. order .to. implement_ the research, 
the autokinetic effect· was. utilized. for. _two. sessions~- - In- .Session I, 
subjects ofH; M, and Lstatus participated in the .experiment alone a:nd 
formed judgmental . scales- varying. in. arbitrariness .(i .. e ... ,-- 1.,.-4, 5-9, or 
10-15 inches)., In Session II the H,- M~ and L subjects .returned in groups 
of 3 in order that. c1;mformi.ty to ... the. pr.e..viously. internalized scale 
might be determined. 
Under. the conditions. of. _this. experiment,. main._ findings. may be 
summarized as follows: 
L Insp~ction .of. the .. da.ta. showed- .establishment o_f_ .the three scales, 
varying in their degrees. o.f.arbit.r~iness., for alL subjects. during Session 
L This constituted. a. successful anchoring of all. naive. subjects to the 
desired scales, as. that scale. was .. internaliz.ed. under. the different scale 
conditions of 1--4.,- 5,-9.,.and .. 10:-.15. inches. Although. all subjects were 
successfully anchored. to- their- scales., the. degree of_ arbitrariness of the 
scale· was accurately. reflected-· .through- measures of variab_ility with arbi-
trariness being·in:'.the_ expected direction of lQ.,.15>5-9>1,-4 during Session I. 
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2. Group members· of H, M, and L status mainta:i,.ned their rela.tive 
positions when put· under·-comp1i:axrc-e ·pressure· in a test· of C!pnformity to 
previously internalized norms·.· -- Conformity· was·; found· to be. ,in the d.irec-
. l 
tion of H>M>L· and· comp1iance was-'fot.md·· to be il.11. the• direction of L>M>H 
for the thr~e. dependent· measures""-s tabil·i ty,: ·- assimilation:; ~u;id variability 
. . 
In no· caS'.e: was····evidenc·e· ·fo:uud f·ot' the· fll.edium status' memb:e.r ei.ther con-
forming. or complying to.:a ·gre-ater·extent than· the· high::and: io:W' status 
' 
members... Statistical signi:f±c·~nc·e. was found f.or;·ii.>L.; ... but../no.t:::£.or H>M, or 
M> L with .. the stability- meas.ure,··and f.or·. :H>L. :and'.:·.H>M,::'..b.u:t.: .n.oL .. fo.r. M;>L with 
the. assimilation:.meas'Q.re;-- St'at:iiit±ea-I·· s±gnif·i:cance·'was· m:>t .. fonf:d'' 'for 
H>L, H>M, · and:· M>L wi.th···the 'vari:-abi'li.ty"·ifieas.tir:e.. : Although. :the. ~tatistical 
I '· ; 
evidence: is::no.t::·clearcut, tak'en~ :cwl'l:ec:t:iveiy· it··t:entls.:·:to··:supp.or.t .. ·.t~e 
main. hyp.othesis. ··af·;·co,nformity· :in.·the· dire.ction.··of:-li>M~lira~d:5':~oµiplii:i.nce 
in the· direction. o·f ·L>M>H, · . ''""•, .. , ~:r,,;\.. .... . ., .. "~:,'; ''. 
3. Members of groups· who· poss··e,sed· ranges'varying in degrees of 
arbitrariness: in· the d'irei;;.ti·on·· o·f --·10"-1-5>5""-9,> 1-4 · inches: c:onformed to these 
ranges in: the: direction· of--5-a..·9>1""4>10-15 if· stability and· assimilation 
measures: are considered. : If: variability- measures· are· considered, however, 
conformity: was: in: the predi:.cted·d±r:ection·o:f· l-4>5'-·9:'="10-,-lSwith. the 5-9 
~ l 
;' . j . _-
inch range more·· closely-"ap-proximatfn·g "'that· of·· the 10"-15: than the. l-4 inch 
rc;Lnge ..... The: followi"trg:··ekprana:t-l-cm:·--for;··,tl1ese re'sUlts: i,s:l)f:fered; the 
greater conformity:to:-·the:-·5·"-9:'in:c:h~---ra-~1ge;~··:usi.ng·:··sta-b±ti'ty·: and':i,fssimilation 
measures,··was due to the:pecul±a:rit:yof.the'subject.'s''range.being. in the 
middle: and· hence: his: b·e·ing·:·l,rhl:e·: to:·maxim±ze-hts···siil).iiar'Lty- tp: other 
members:. by: moving: from:·top::·to:.·bo:ttuk uf 'his 'range· from,·:t1,tia:t'.to trial. 
. . . 
Res.ult.s .. obtained. sup.po·rt·this···in-~e:rp'retatlod;·· ::AJ::J::·'.idii!'f.fer~ppes in· 
the· dire:ction of.-.· 5-'·9:>·J:,..4>10;;;.1:5 -wer-er· sti'f.ti:sti:ca11y·~significa:n:t when 
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stability and assimilation-measures are. considered .. When variability 
measures are considered., conformity to. the. ls·A .inch rang.e. was signifi-
cantly greater than to the 5,...9 inch. range. Conformity, in terms of 
variability, for the 5,-,9andl0,-15 inch members was.approximately 
equivalent. Finally,. as. the. grea.ter. effects of conformity for the 5-9 
inch range members occurred. irrespective of status (i.e., the means 
were approximately the same for H, M, and 1), when stability and assimi-
lation are considered~ differences between levels of status were reduced. 
4. The evidence that.conformity by H, M, and 1 status members of 
a group was in the direction.of H>M>L, and that compliance was in the 
direction of L>M>H, indicates that the conformity-compliance distinction 
is a useful one and might go far in explaining discrepancies in the past 
literature. If an indirect relationship, i.e., one in the direction of 
L>M>H, is found by an investigator, then chances are he is studying com-
pliant behavior rather than conformity. That is, in a compliant situ-
ation, we expect an indirect relationship, because individuals are being 
pressured into making judgments that are contrary to their actual per-
ception of the situation. If a direct relationship is obtained, i.e., 
H>M>L, then the investigator. is probably studying conformity, i.e., 
behavior regarded as keeping within the individual's actual perception 
of the situation. 
In summary, high status members are more likely to exhibit 
behavior in keeping with previously internalized judgmental scales 
(i.e., conformity) while e.liciting compliance from other members. Low 
status members are more likely to exhibit behavior inconsistent with 
previously internalized judgmental scales (i.e., compliance) while 
eliciting little compliance from other members with regard to their 
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judgmental scales. Middle status members lie between high. and low status 
members in both their degrees of. conformity and compliance. 
5. In addition, these.obtained findings of.conformity in the· direc-
tion of H>M>Lprovide evidence that the curvilinear relationship found 
in other .laboratory. studies,. in.which.conformity or compliance was· great-
est by medium status members,. might. have been a function. of the artifi-
ciality of.the situation and hence bears no relation to. the.behavior of 
groups in real. life.situations. The.finding in the presen.t study that 
high status.members.undergo. less. displacement.of.pre:viouslyinternalized 
standards than do.medium,and. that medium status-members und~rgo less 
displacement: than do. lows, is. similar to. the. results .. o.f-£ield. studies 
and. suggests that in. "real l.ife.," internalized standards- under-go less 
displacement. in the. order of H>M>L. As no. curvilinear_ relationship was 
found in this study,. these results seem to. indicate. that. the .. distinction 
made by Pollis .(1964). and. Pollis. and Montgomery .(1966; 1968) .. between 
group and togetherness. is a useful oneo That is,. it may not. be .. valid to 
extrapolate the .findings.· of status .and conformity in. toge.therness 
situations to. group. situations. 
6, Finally, as conformity was in the direction .. of. H>M>L and· 
compliance was in the direction o.f .. L.>M>H,. no .. evidence. was. found that 
supports. Homans'. p.r.edi.c.tion. for. conformity in .. the. dir.ec.tion.--'tr..f,!. H "'L>M 
and compliance in. the .direction of M>H "'L. Results. o.f this. study-, taken 
in conjunction with the results of other field studies.ahd field,experi-
ments,. suggest that.although Homans' theory might account for the 
results of. a few laboratory-tog.etherness investigations .. ,. it has little 
relevance for the co.nformity or compliance of members. in .reaL.groups. 
Moreover, as Roman's theory explains the results of only-a few laboratory 
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studies, while neglecting the results of other laboratory studies that 
point to either a. direct or inverse relationship,. it is suggested that 
Homans.' theory of conformity and its relation to status be regarded at 
least as an incomplete.description of these events, if not as an 
inade.quate one. 
Implications for Future Research 
.As the individuals. in. the. ".groups" in this research were members of 
fraternities or "formal. institutionsll it would. be.unwise:togeneralize 
the results of this research to all "small informal. groups." Although 
there is no reason. to supposethat.thebasicrelat.ionship found. in this 
study between status. and. confo.rmity. s'i:i~uld. differ: in other groups:, perhaps 
the. relationship would be more ''clearcut" than it wa.s- in. this study if 
small· inf.ormal groups. of higher solidarity were. studied. .in. a similar 
situation. Perhaps. the. status· and role: relationships .. f~.rmed. among 
members in .. a. frater.nity. are .not. as. strong. as,. for. examp.J..e., .. those. formed 
among members of a. street gang.. For this reason., .. it .. wo.uld~ he.:.ad:visable 
in future. research. to. investiga.te. highly solid. "na.tural.11 groups which 
have.been intensively studied. over.long.periods.of. time. as.did:MacNeil 
(1967) and Sherif. and. Sherif (1964) o. 
Another implication for future research has to .. do with: a comparison 
of sociometric groups with structures generated by the. "liking" items 
and thos.e. generated. by the. "effective initiative!' items .•... As .. this was 
not of primary concern .in. this study,. the. investigator~ .. attempted to 
eliminate. it .. as. much; as. possible by means. of· selecting. H, .. M, and L 
subjects. within these types of .. gro1,1ps who maintained their. relative 
position9:. acro.ss. all items. Judging. fr.om. previous. work . .done: b:y MacNeil 
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(1967) and Verba {1961), it is possible that the. effects. of status on 
conformity found in this experiment are products of differences in the 
degree of "effective initiative" only and that few of the differences 
are a result of the members "liking" each other, Hence, if one separated 
the groups. generated on. the basis. of "liking" and."effective initiative," 
then possibly.no. differencesmigh.t be found inH, M, and L status 
members in. groups. selected. on. the. basis. of .. the. lllikingl' items; but 
large differences. in. H,. M,. and. L might. be found. in. groups selected on 
the basis of the "effective initiative" items, 
A final implication for future research might.he the peculiar 
inversion of the l,-4 and 5-9 inch ranges found in the stability and 
assimilation.measures even. though. the.l,-4.inch. range. isthel'natural" 
range. established in. the majority.of autokinetic.experiments .. Holding 
status variables constant,. perhaps in a given "real life II situation, if 
three friends have standards differing in degrees of arbi.tr.ariness on 
a given issue,. the member with the moderately arbitrary position will 
be best able to. assimilate. the other two members- .in.to. his way of seeing 
things while maintaining. his own position, 
In terms.of. assimilation and.contrast. theory.as.proposed.by Sherif 
and Hovland {1961), the. member advocating the middle position would be 
the member best able to. assimilate .others while avoiding contrast 
effects, as.his range is the closest of anyone's to that of the other 
two members" .For this reason, the final concensus becomes biased toward 
the moderately arbitrary individual rather than the individual proposing 
the least arbitrary or most natural position when other £.actors, such as 
situation-specific prestige, and. group solidarity are held constant. 
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APPENDIX A 
In terms of being friendly. and social.izin.g, some of the people in 
your fraternity may ·be ·thought. of as .constituting sub.;,-.group.s. · Indicate 
as many -of these groups as: you .. are. aware of--by .. using .. as. many. of the 
followiri.g charts as you need,.. In addition, next. sto. e,very ·person! s name 
in each sub..,,.group, indicate. whether. you bel.ieve him· to ·be· a b::i;gh (H), 
middle· (M) or low (L) · st·atus. member.. of that sub--group. · 
Group 1: Group 2: 
Group 3: Group 4: 
Group 5: Group 6: 
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Within each sub-group, list in rank order those.individuals who 
demonstrate the most effective ability for getting plans and activities 
started. 
Group 1: Group 2: 
Group 3: Group 4: 
Group 5: Group 6: 
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Finally, it can be said .that . .some .of .the individuals. within each 
of the previously listed .... :sub.,..,g.r.oups .ar.e. more.. popular .than other indivi-
duals in that sub,-.group:-;· - ·Try ·to. list. each member of· every sub""group in 
terms of hi:s popu:lari ty :in. that. sub:-group by. going from the· most popular 
to the least popular. 
Group 1: Group 2: 
Group 3: Group 4: 
Group 5: Group 6: 
APPENDIX B 
Yr. in College: __ _ 
This is part of a study being conducted in an at tempt to get a national ... 
picture conc.erning co.llege fraternity member socialization ·patterns. It 
has been. hypothesiz~d that· socialization patterns started·· during pledge 
days are important· :in setting the pattern as to what happens during Junior 
and Senior years. Your state~nt.s .will be held :in the strictest of confidence 
and will not be used ·in· any way to evaluate you... Names are needed only 
for the coding of IBM cards· which will be sent to. another campus. Your 
help is needed and· appreciated. 
1. List in order of· importance those fraternity brothers who constitute 
your closest circle of friends. 
2. Of _the above, withwhom .. do.you spend the most time?. (List.in order 
of amount of time spent) 
3. If housing were to .be set up in units .capable. oLhandl.ing six 
people, who· would be. the. f.i.ve. peopl.e you. would.choo.se. to live with? 
(List in order of p.r.eference) 
1)~. ------------- 4.) _________ ~----2) _______________ _ 5.) 
-----------...,..,-----
3) ____________ ~ 
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4. If you had to depend on a friend's judgment in a difficult situation 
who would you trust first? (List in order of preference) 
5. If campus civil defense units were created and you were a part of it, 
who among your friends could get the plans and activities of your 
group started and see that things get done? (List in order of 
acceptibility) 
6. Who would you pick to take orders from in the small group of half a 
dozen or so that you would be with? (List in order of preference) 
7. Who would you pick to be the Lieutenants? Name Two: 
8. Generally, would you say that most of your close friends are also 
members who pledged the same time as you, or are they from other 
classes? Why do you think this is so? (Whatever the case may be) 
Please write a sentence or two concerning this. Thank you. 
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